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Abstract

This document describes a dataset that aggregates information about
135 data journals. Data journals focus on the publication of data pa-
pers – a specialized publication type describing datasets, their collec-
tion and reuse potential that is peer-reviewed, citable and indexed.
This dataset includes a comprehensive list of data journals that was
compiled by aggregating existing sources, as well as an overview of
these sources.

Citing the data set
Kindling, Maxi; Strecker, Dorothea (2022) List of Data Journals. 2022. Ver-
sion 1.0: DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7082126

Licenses

This documentation is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International terms.

Thedata files are licensedunder Creative CommonsCC01.0Universal terms.
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Motivation
Data citation and the adequate recognition of data publications as first-
class research outputs still challenge scholarly communication. Data jour-
nals are presented as a solution to these issues. They focus on the publi-
cation of data papers – a specialized publication type describing datasets,
their collection and reuse potential that is peer-reviewed, citable and in-
dexed.
Currently, there is no consensus on a definition for the term data jour-
nal, for example with regards to how strong the focus on publishing data
papers should be. As a result, data journals are difficult to find in biblio-
graphic resources, and it is not possible to compile a definitive and com-
plete list of data journals, for example because there are no facet filters for
journal type. Several studies have already examined the role of data jour-
nals in scholarly communication, and named or compiled lists of the data
journals under investigation. However, these lists of data journals vary sig-
nificantly in extent and scope.
In the absence of suitable bibliographic data sources, this dataset com-
bines information from existing sources and applies a set of inclusion cri-
teria to create a comprehensive and coherent list of data journals.

Methodology
Figure 1 describes the approach to compiling the final list of data journals.
The following sections outline the process in detail.

Figure 1: Systematic overview - compiling the final list of data journals
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Compiling a preliminary list of data journals
First, a preliminary list of data journals was compiled. The discovery pro-
cess was centered around 17 sources observing the data journal landscape
published between 2013 and 2022 (see Table 1). Journals mentioned in
these studies were added to the preliminary list.

Source Number of data
journals listed

Akers (2014) 73
Callaghan (2013) 28
Candela et al. (2015) 116
Finnish Committee for Research Data (2020) 18
Forschungsdaten-Wiki (2020) 32
García-García, López-Borrull, and Peset (2015) 20
Kim (2020) 24
Kong et al. (2019) 5
Li and Jiao (2022) 2
Li (2018) 15
Lindstädt and Rothe (2017) 12
Reymonet (2017) 6
Schöpfel (2019) 81
Seo and Kim (2020) 9
Thelwall (2020) 24
Walters (2020) 128
Ward (2016) 24

Table 1: Existing sources of data journals and the number of data journals
listed

Next, websites of publishers represented in this list were searched for addi-
tional data journals. Data journals encountered during the discovery pro-
cess accidentally were also added.

Data processing and application of inclusion criteria
After adding ISSNs, the preliminary list was deduplicated, resulting in a set
of 229 data journal candidates. Of these, 223 journals were found via pre-
vious studies, an additional 3 were discovered via publisher websites, and
3 by coincidence.
Based on the websites of the 229 data journal candidates, the list was fur-
ther narrowed down. Journals were removed from the list if they were dis-
continued or had merged with other journals (48), if they only aggregated
content published by other journals (1) or if no ISSN was available (1).
To ensure a consistent understanding of the term data journal throughout
the final list, websites of all journals on the candidate list were checked
manually to ensure they met the following inclusion criteria:

• The journal states that it is a data journal in its scope or description.
• The journal accepts data papers or comparable publication types.
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Based on these criteria, 44 journals were not considered data journals and
were therefore removed from the candidate list. The remaining 135 data
journals comprise the final list of data journals.

Components of the dataset

Final list of data journals
The resulting data file 01_data_journals.csv contains information on the
135 data journals identified. The following variables are available for all
data journals:

• issn: ISSN of the data journal (manually added)

• journal_title: title of the data journal (retrieved fromCrossref on 2022-
10-11)

• publisher: publisher of the data journal (retrieved from Crossref on
2022-10-11 and harmonized)

• data_journal_type: type of the data journal (manually added); either
pure (journal has a strong focus on publishing data papers) ormixed
(journal also publishes other publication types)

Sources
The file 02_sources.csv provides an overview of data journals listed in ex-
isting studies. Rows correspond to the 229 journals in the data journal cor-
respondence list. For each journal, the following variables are available:

• issn: ISSN of the journal

• journal_title: title of the journal

• reason_for_exclusion: reason for excluding a journal from the final
list of data journals; NA if a journal is included; last checked: 2020-10-
07

• akers_growing_2014 – ward_sources_2016: Boolean values indicat-
ing if a journal is listed in the respective source; TRUE if the journal is
listed, otherwise FALSE; column names correspond to BibTex keys of
the sources in file 03_bibliographic_information.bib

• other: Boolean values indicating if a journal if the data journal was
identified on publisher websites or encountered accidentally (TRUE;
otherwise FALSE)

This file documents the process of compiling the final list of data jour-
nals by listing all journals mentioned in the given sources and providing
a reason if a journal was excluded. It can also be used to analyze the co-
occurrence of journals in these sources, for example by generating a simi-
larity matrix – as is visualized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Similarity matrix of journals named in existing sources; similarity
is measured using the Jaccard index

Bibliographic information
The file 03_bibliographic_information.bib provides bibliographic informa-
tion on the 17 studies on data journals at the center of the sampling pro-
cess. Entries follow BibTex specifications. The BibTex keys are used as col-
umn names in the file 02_sources.csv.

About the project
Compiling a list of data journals was part of a PhD project on quality as-
surance of research data publications at the Berlin School of Library and
Information Science, Humboldt-Universität zuBerlin and theproject re3data
COREF. re3data COREF is a joint project byDataCite, HelmholtzOpen Science
Office, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, and KIT Library.
The project is funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) under the
project number 422587133.
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